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Her Wolf For LIfe PLUS a FREE 2nd
Romance- She Belongs to the Bears You
Get An Additional Lisa James Paranormal
Romance-FREE
Two
Paranormal
Romances for the Price of One Her Wolf
For Life Wen was a young man who heard
the villagers screaming the word that
terrified them: Witch!
Do strange
markings on your arms make you a witch?
Wen runs for his life and into the arms of a
strange woman. She loves and accepts him
for what he is.
Why is she so
understanding? She is strange but Wen is
completely on fire for her.
Is he
bewitched? What are the claws he feels on
his feet in the soft ground. This is a very
sensual story of special powers and
romance. She Belongs to the Bears A
passionate standalone bear shifter romance
with no cliffhanger Amanda heads out
West to take a new job and get away from
an ex that doesnt want to let go. She meets
the ranch foreman, Nick, and she
completely forgets about anyone else. Tall,
handsome and with a secret, is he playing
hard to get or what? Nick suddenly
becomes protective as only a bear shifter
can and things start to heat up between the
couple. Whats the secret that keeps things
from getting totally out of hand? Passion
finally wins the day but will Amanda really
belong to the bear?
Warning: These
ebooks contain explicit scenes of passion
and desire. For adult eyes only!!
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her normal life has been changed suddenly when she metTake an online course in Paranormal Romance Writing.
romances include: shape-shifters. werewolves. vampires. faes. witches Famous shape-shifters in paranormal stories
include Dracula, who changes into a bat and a wolf, and more It is also well-known that vampires survive on blood it is
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